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Overview

As a Critical Environment Technician you will maintain the critical infrastructure that keeps

our Data Centers up and running. This could be anything from HVAC, the electrical supply and

distribution, and water supply. 

Microsoft’s Cloud Operations & Innovation (CO+I) is the engine that powers our cloud

services. As a CO+I CET, you will perform a key role in delivering the core infrastructure

and foundational technologies for Microsoft's online services including Bing, Office 365,

Xbox, OneDrive, and the Microsoft Azure platform. As a group, CO+I is focused on the

personal and professional development of all employees and offers trainings and

opportunities including Career Rotation Programs, Diversity & Inclusion trainings and events,

and professional certifications.

Our infrastructure is comprised of a large global portfolio of more than 100 datacenters and

1 million servers. Our foundation is built upon and managed by a team of subject matter experts

working to support services for more than 1 billion customers and 20 million businesses in

over 90 countries worldwide.

Microsoft’s mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to

achieve more. As employees we come together with a growth mindset, innovate to empower

others, and collaborate to realize our shared goals. Each day we build on our values of

respect, integrity, and accountability to create a culture of inclusion where everyone can thrive

at work and beyond.
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Completed High/Secondary School, an apprenticeship/vocational qualification or equivalent

Experience in mechanical, manufacturing, automotive, electrical, controls, data center, or

related fields OR equivalent experience.

Background Check Requirements:

Ability to meet Microsoft, customer and/or government security screening requirements are

required for this role. These requirements include, but are not limited to the following

specialized security screenings: 

Microsoft Cloud Background Check: This position will be required to pass the Microsoft

Cloud background check upon hire/transfer and every two years thereafter.

#COICareers

Responsibilities

Under varying levels of supervision, you will make rounds and work on assigned tasks while

building your knowledge of operating equipment and systems within a set discipline. You’ll

also inspect critical environment-related facility equipment, building, and grounds.

You will utilize the internal computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) to track

all equipment and complete maintenance requests. With minimal supervision, you’ll also

respond to abnormal conditions within the datacenter.

You will perform various types of maintenance for specific disciplines and equipment

you’ve been trained in, and perform lower-level maintenance with minimal supervision. Using

a hands-on understanding of how equipment works within disciplines you’ve been trained,

you’ll also troubleshoot equipment and systems.

You will take part in getting any third-party work underway while ensuring it is performed

to scope and completed in a safe manner. You’ll also ensure all safety and security

requirements are followed.

You will submit reports and develop methods of operating procedure (MOPs) and standard

operating procedures (SOPs). You’ll also coordinate activities with contractors, perform

equipment inspections, and participate in testing.

�Industry leading healthcare�Educational resources�Discounts on products and

services�Savings and investments�Maternity and paternity leave�Generous time away�Giving



programsOpportunities to network and connect
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